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WHAT CAN I DO?

FAST FACTS*
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*Information from Pew Research Center's "American Attitudes About Privacy, Security, & Surveillance" (2015)
and "Social Media Usage: 20052015" (2015).

Digital Survival Guide
PRIVACY DO'S & DON'TS

MAKE PROFILES SECURE

AVOID DETAILED INFORMATION

Most social networking sites allow
you to restrict access so your
secure profile and information is
seen by only family and friends.

Posting detailed information about
when you're going to be away from
your house makes you an easier
target for thieves.

CREATE UNIQUE PASSWORDS

WARD OFF "FRONT PAGE" NEWS

Make sure every social media
account you have has its own unique
password. Strong unique passwords
make it harder for hackers to get
into your account.

Follow the "front page" rule: do not
post something you would not be
comfortable seeing on the front page
of a newspaper.

THINK ABOUT REQUESTS

SIDESTEP UNUSUAL LINKS

It's OK to be selective of who you
friend and follow on social media.
Choose people you want to see your
profile and information, or use filters to
limit what certain people can see.

REMEMBER, IT'S PERMANENT

Even if your friends send them,
unusual or suspicious links could be
spam. These links could result in a
virus for your computer or the loss of
your private information.

BEWARE OF WHAT YOU SHARE

Once you post something, it is hard
to delete it. While you might delete a
comment or picture, someone could
have saved it to their computer.

Posting too much personal information
could lead hackers to what they need
to answer security questions. Keep
your passwords strong and monitor
personal details you share.

BE YOUR BEST ONLINE IDENTITY

SKIP THE NEGATIVITY

Sometimes employers and university
administration check social media
sites. Make sure you're posting
information you want to be seen by
all. This might be someone's first
impression of you.

In an emotional moment, it's easy to
post something negative about
someone or a group. But remember,
once it's out on the internet, it's hard
to take it back (and down).

Sources from "5 Do's and Don'ts for College Students Using Social Media" by Jeff Greer,
"Social Media – Do's and Don'ts" from Leslie Rutledge, Arkansas Attorney General,
and "Social Networking Do's and Don'ts" from Columbia University Information Technology.
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4 SIMPLE STEPS FOR

GREAT PASSWORDS
Every day, the average person types over 8 passwords for one or more of
their average 25 accounts. However, the average user only has 6.5
passwords shared across 3.9 accounts. With passwords being your first and
best defense online, why not take the effort to make them strong?

LETTERS
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Do NOT use dictionary words. They make
passwords much easier for hackers to crack.
Use capitalization patterns: Firstletter,
lastletteR, EvErYoThEr
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Take out vowels in a memorable phrase:
JustDoIt becomes Jstdt
Use the first letters of a longer memorable
phrase: Everything I Do I Do for You
becomes EiDiDfY
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NUMBERS

Replace all o's with zeros:
ZoOoOmBa becomes ZOOOOmBa
Replace i's or L's with ones:
ILuvLamp becomes 11uv1amp
Have a favorite number? Add it to
the end of your password:
Jstdt281729 or EiDiDfY1908
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SYMBOLS

Replace all a's with the symbol @:
ZOOOOmBa becomes ZOOOOmB@
Replace all vowels with an asterisk similar
to an expletive: Nittany4ever becomes
N*tt*ny4*v*r
Have a favorite symbol? Add it to the end of
your password: Jstdt281729! or
EiDiDfY1908~
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ACCOUNT SPECIFIC

Once you're happy with your base
password, personalize it in the
exact same way for every site:
Jstdt281729!Netflix
N*tt*ny4*v*rFacebook
ZOOOOmB@Twitter

To check the strength of a new password check out www.passwordmeter.com

IDENTITY THEFT
?

What is it?
When someone uses your personal
information without your
permission.
This can include your name, address,
credit cards, Social Security
numbers, and other information you
wouldn't want people to know.

How do they do it?
*******

Identity thieves steal your
information when your accounts
are not secure.
This could be because of a poor
password, improper security
settings, or using an unprotected
server or computer.

How can I keep
information safe?
Use a secure password.
Do not share your password or pin
numbers with other people.
Keep private information in a
secure place.
Do not use your birthday,
Social Security number, or phone
number when creating passwords.
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Email Safety
Do not click on suspicious links – this
is how many hackers gain information.
Remember that email is not always
the most safe form of
communication, so be selective of
what you do share through email.
Check attachments before opening.
Use secure messaging when available.
Update your email settings to be
secure as possible.

Source: TD Bank Online Security Tips

Social media sites are collecting information about us when we use
these platforms. Here are some facts about sites you might use!

TARGETED ADS
Social media sites will often sell user information
to third party companies to help create targeted
marketing. For example, Facebook uses 98 personal
data points to influence the ads you see when
you're on Facebook.

VISIBILITY
Instagram and others talk about "visibility" in
their privacy settings. You should decide if
you want public or private accounts and who
you'll allow to follow your content.

INFO GATHERED
According to Snapchat's privacy policy, they
get information from 3 places: information you
give them (username & email), info when you
use Snapchat (phone type, location, filters
applied, & usage), and info from third parties
(when you connect your address book). This is
typical for other social media sites.
REVIEW PRIVACY POLICY

Especially when using Facebook or Gmail to link
accounts, it's important for you to know what
information is being shared between the two
sites. For a while, Pokemon Go had FULL access
to your Gmail and Google Drive because you
agreed to those conditions.

DIGITAL IDENTITY
In Twitter's privacy settings, they say "You
are what you tweet!" Make sure the things
you post on any social media site
represent you!
Take action! Check out the privacy settings for your favorite social media
platform and see what information you're sharing with the world!

